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The notion of N-density for
relational structures∗

E.N. Bozhenkova

Abstract. The intention of this paper is to extend classical results concerning the
relationships between K- and N -density to their generalizations and modifications
in the framework of the class of relational structures with distinct, irreflexive rela-
tions on countable sets of systems events.
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1. Introduction

To analyze concurrent and distributed systems, a variety of models has been
proposed. Different relations between actions are used for systems behaviour
modelling. Causality, concurrency and conflict are the most fundamental
ones.

In posets [5], behaviour is modelled by occurrences of events, which are
partially ordered. Such events are considered as causally dependent. The
absence of causality supposes concurrency between events. In other models
[16], causality and conflict (mutual exclusion) are investigated. Three rela-
tions — causality, conflict and concurrency — are presented in the context
of event structures [9, 17, 27]. In some models, conflict has the forward
hereditary property, in others it is not necessarily symmetric [6, 13].

For unification of possible aspects of relations, we use a model of rela-
tional structures — a set of elements with a number of different relations
on it. The authors of papers [11, 12, 14, 15] have proposed a subclass of the
model where the general causal concurrent behavior is represented by a pair
of relations instead of just one, as in the standard partial order approach.
So, causality can be represented by either a partial order and irreflexive weak
causality or a symmetric and irreflexive mutex relation (non-simultaneity)
and irreflexive weak causality.

Concurrency axioms (including K-density, N -density, etc.), proposed by
Petri for combinatorial models, are investigated in the context of many ex-
isting models. K-density is based on the idea that at any time instant, any
sequential subprocess of a concurrent structure must be in some state or
changing its state. N -density can be viewed as a sort of local density. It
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has turned out that concurrency axioms allow avoiding inconsistency be-
tween syntactic and semantic representations of concurrent processes and
excluding unreasonable processes represented by the concurrent structures.

The properties and interrelations between concurrency axioms were stud-
ied for causal nets [3, 4], posets [5, 8, 18] and event structures [23, 24].
Furthermore, the analysis techniques for concurrent and distributed sys-
tems that are grounded on the behavioural relations have become popular
recently [1, 2, 21].

In paper [25], generalization of K-density was defined and alternative
characterization was given in the context of relational structures.

Plünnecke [20] considered N -density for posets as a local K-density.
Boudol [7] considered freeness from N -shaped structures to describe labelled
event structures which could be expressed by terms of sequential and par-
allel compositions. It has turned out that this is a subclass of N� and
triangle-free labelled event structures.

Here we consider generalizations of some variations of the notion of N -
density, their interrelations with K-density in the context of relational struc-
tures.

2. Preliminary

In this section, we consider a model of relational structures and its prop-
erties. First, we introduce some notions and notations which will be useful
throughout the text.

Given a set X and a relation R � X �X,

• R is cyclic iff there exists a sequence of distinct elements x1, . . . , xk P X
(k ¡ 1) such that xj R xj�1 (1 ¤ j ¤ k � 1) and xk R x1,

• R is acyclic iff it is not cyclic,

• R is asymmetric iff px R x1q ñ  px1 R xq, for all x, x1 P X,

• R is antisymmetric iff px R x1q^px � x1q ñ  px1 R xq, for all x, x1 P X,

• R is symmetric iff px R x1q ðñ px1 R xq, for all x, x1 P X,

• R is transitive iff px R x1q^ px1 R x2q ñ px R x2q, for all x, x1, x2 P X,

• R is irreflexive iff  px R xq, for all x P R,

• Rα � RY idX (the reflexive closure of R),

• Rβ � RYR�1 (the symmetric closure of R),

• Rγ � Rβ Y idX (the reflexive and symmetric closure of R),

• Rδ � pRzidXqzpRzidXq
2 (the irreflexive, intransitive relation), if R is

a transitive relation, and Rδ � R, otherwise,
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Notice that a relation is asymmetric iff it is both antisymmetric and ir-
reflexive; a transitive relation is asymmetric iff it is irreflexive; if a rela-
tion R is irreflexive and transitive, then it is acyclic and antisymmetric,
i.e. a (strict) partial order, and, moreover, Rδ is the immediate predeces-
sor relation. Given the elements x1, x2 P X and subsets A � X 1 � X, let
rx1 R x2s � tx P X | x1 Rα x Rα x2u,

RA � tx1 P X | Dx P A : px1 Rα xqu,
and A is a (maximal) R-clique of X 1 iff A is a (maximal) set containing only
the pairwise RY idX 1-related elements of X 1.

Definition 1. A relational structure is a tuple S � pE, V1, . . . , Vnq (n ¥ 1),
where

• E is a countable set of elements,

• V1, . . . , Vn � E � E are irreflexive relations such that

–
�

1¤i¤n V
β
i � pE � Eq z idE , where idE is identity on E,

– V β
i X V β

j � H, for all 1 ¤ i � j ¤ n.

From now on, we shall use P , Q, and R to denote the unions of the form�
iPV Vi and call them connectives of S. Here V � ti | 1 ¤ i ¤ nu.

S1 : e1 e3

e2 e4

V1 :

V2 :

V3 :

V4 :

Figure 1.

.

A simple example of a relational structure with four relations is shown
in Figure 1. Assume that V1 is an irreflexive and transitive relation (a strict
partial order), V2 is an asymmetric relation, and V3 and V4 are irreflexive
and symmetric relations. We can interpret the relation V1 as causality de-
pendence, V2 as asymmetric conflict [19, 6], V3 as synchronous concurrency
(simultaneity), and V4 as asynchronous concurrency (independence).

Consider two auxiliary properties of relational structures which will be
useful in further considerations. We shall call a relational structure S with
its connective P :

• P -transitive (irreflexive, symmetric, respectively) iff P is transitive (ir-
reflexive, symmetric, respectively);

• P -finite iff any P -clique of E is finite.
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3. N-freeness properties

One of the reasons, Petri [18] has introduced “concurrency axioms” is that
not all correct formal models are suitable for the purpose of an adequate
representation of concurrent and distributed processes.

The notion of K-density requires non-empty intersections of maximal
w.r.t. causality sets with maximal w.r.t. concurrency sets in the context
of causal nets. Later some modifications and extensions of this notion for
models with different basic relations were proposed: L-density [16] on acyclic
nets, R-density [23] and M -density [24] on event structures, B-density [10]
in the framework of occurrence nets.

a c

b d

Figure 2.

As known, N -shaped structures (as shown in Figure 2) cannot be ex-
pressed in a process algebra as a composition of sequenatial and parallel
operators. To avoid such structures, in [7] the property of N -freeness for
labelled event structures was formulated. For posets [20], N -density is con-
sidered as a local K-density, i.e. every four-element N-shaped subposet can
be extended to a K-dense subposet by addition of one point. The authors of
paper [22] have obtained an algorithm of construction of a minimal N -free
extension for posets by adding dummy points.

Our aim is to give generalizations of different approaches to the notion
of N -density in the setting of relational structures and compare them.

A generalization of the K-density property for relational structures was
given in [25].

Definition 2. Given a relational structure S and a maximal pP YQq-clique
rE of E,

• rE is KPQ-dense iff for any maximal P -clique E1 of rE and for any

maximal Q-clique E2 of rE, E1 X E2 is a (unique) maximal pP X Qq-

clique of rE,

• S is KPQ-dense iff any maximal pP YQq-clique rE of E is KPQ-dense.

Clearly, K-density of a Winskel’s prime event structure is KV1,V2-density
of the corresponding relational structure with V1 being partial order causal-
ity, V2 — symmetric concurrency and V3 — symmetric conflict.
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S2 : e1 e3

e2 e4

V 1 :

V 2 :

S3 : e1 e3

e2 e4

V 1 :

V 2 :

S4 : e2 e3 e5

e1 e4 e6

V 1 :

V 2 :

S5 :
e1

e5

e3

e2 e4

V 1 :

V 2 :

S6 :
e1

e5

e3

e2 e4

V 1 :

V 2 :

Figure 3.

One way to define the N -freeness property for relational structures is to
consider four elements with relations between them.

Definition 3. A relational structure S with distinct connectives P and Q
is called 'PQ-dense, iff in any maximal pP Y Qq-clique rE of E, whenever
pe0 P e1 Q e2q and pe0 Q e3 P e2q, then pe0 P δ e2q ùñ pe3 P e1q for all

distinct elements e0, e1, e2, e3 P rE.

Consider the relational structures S2 � S4 shown in Figure 3. The rela-
tional structure S2 � pE2, V

1, V 2q with the transitive or symmetric relation
V 1 and the symmetric relation V 2 is 'V 1V 2-dense and KV 1V 2-dense.

The relational structure S3 � pE3, V
1, V 2q with the non-transitive and
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non-symmetric relation V 1 is KV 1V 2-dense, but not'V 1V 2-dense. In fact, in
the maximal pV 1 Y V 2q-clique te1, . . . , e4u of E there are distinct elements
e1, e2, e3, e4 such that (e1 V 1 e2 V 2 e4), (e1 V 2 e3 V 1 e4), and (e1 V 1δ e4) but
 pe3 V 1 e2q.

The relational structure S4 � pE4, V
1, V 2q with the non-transitive and

non-symmetric relation V 1 and the symmetric relation V 2 is 'V 1V 2-dense
but not KV 1V 2-dense.

So, we see, that existence of '-density gives N -freeness in relational
structures, but interconnection with the K-density property is weak. Let us
consider another variant of the definition of N -density, where we take into
account the symmetric closure of relations.

Definition 4. A relational structure S with distinct connectives P and Q
is called '1

PQ-dense, iff in any maximal pP YQq-clique rE of E, whenever
pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q and pe0 Qβ e3 P β e2q, then pe0 P β e2q ùñ pe3 P β e1q for

all distinct elements e0, e1, e2, e3 P rE.

The relational structures S2 and S3 are simple examples of'1

V 1V 2-dense
ones.

The relational structure S4 is not '1

V 1V 2-dense.
An example of KV 1V 2-dense but not '1

V 1V 2-dense relational structure
is represented by S5 � pE5, V

1, V 2q with the transitive relation V 1 and the
symmetric relation V 2. In the maximal pV 1 Y V 2q-clique te1, . . . , e5u of E5,
there are distinct elements e1, e2, e3, e4 such that e1 V 1β e2 V 2β e4, e1 V 2β

e3 V 1β e4, and e1 V 1β e4 but  pe3 V 2βe2q.

The next proposition establishes a relationship between '1-density and
K-density.

Proposition 1. Let S be a P - or Q-finite relational structure with distinct
connectives P and Q. Then

S is '1

PQ-dense ùñ S is KPQ-dense.

Proof. Suppose S is not KPQ-dense. Then there exists a maximal

pP YQq-clique rE of E with a maximal P -clique B and a maximal Q-clique
C s.t. | B X C | � 0.

From the definition of the maximal P -clique B and he maximal Q-clique
C, we obtain an auxiliary lemma.

Lemma A. @b P B Dc P C : b P β c and @c P C Db P B : c Qβ b.
Take b1 P B. By Lemma A, for b1 there exists c1 P C s.t. b1 P β c1, for

c1 there exists b2 P B s.t. c1 Qβ b2.
By repeating infinitely many times these steps, we obtain infinite se-

quences b1, b2, . . . from B and c1, c2, . . . from C s.t. bi P
β ci Q

β bi�1 for
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1 ¤ i. From '1

PQ-density, we obtain bj Q
β ci, cj P

β bi, bj � bi, cj � ci, for
1 ¤ i   j

So, we come to a contradiction to either P - or Q-finitness of S.

In the following variant of the definition of N-freeness, we will combine
the symmetric closure and requirement of existence of the immediate rela-
tion.

Definition 5. A relational structure S with distinct connectives P and Q
is called 'β

PQ-dense, iff in any maximal pP Y Qq-clique rE of E, whenever

pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q and pe0 Qβ e3 P β e2q, then pe0 P δβ e2q ùñ pe3 P β e1q for

all distinct elements e0, e1, e2, e3 P rE.

It is easy to see that S2, S3 and S5 are 'β
V 1V 2-dense.

The relational structure S4 is not 'β
V 1V 2-dense. Indeed, in the maximal

pV 1 Y V 2q-clique te1, . . . , e6u of E4 there are elements e1, e2, e3, e4 such that
(e2 pV

1qβ e1 pV
2qβ e3), (e2 pV

2qβ e4 pV
1qβ e3), and (e2 ppV

1qδqβ e3) but
 pe4 pV

1qβ e1q.
For further consideration of interconnections between 'β-density and

K-density, we will remind important notions in the concurrency theory —
the properties of discreteness and combinatority.

Definition 6. Given a relational structure S and a maximal pP YQq-clique
rE of E with distinct connectives P and Q

• rE is PQ-combinatorial iff | re1 P e2s X E1 |   8 for some maximal

P -clique E1 of rE and for all e1, e2 P rE;

• rE is PQ-discrete iff | re1 P e2s X E1 |   8 for all maximal P -cliques

E1 of rE and for all e1, e2 P rE;

• S is PQ-combinatorial (PQ-discrete, respectively) iff any maximal

pPYQq-clique rE of E is PQ-combinatorial (PQ-discrete, respectively).

The relationships between 'β-density and K-density in the context of
relational structures was shown in paper [25].

Theorem 1. Let S be a P - or Q-finite relational structure with distinct
connectives P and Q. Then,

(i) S is KPQ-dense and P is transitive ùñ S is 'β
PQ-dense.

(ii) S is KPQ-dense ðù S is 'β
PQ-dense and PQ-discrete.
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The main idea behind the generalization of the notion of N -density for
relational structures is that the property of N -density is considerd as a local
K-density.

Definition 7. A relational structure S with distinct connectives P and Q
is called NPQ-dense, iff in any maximal pP YQq-clique rE of E for all distinct

elements e0, e1, e2, e3 P rE, if pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q, pe0 Qβ e3 P β e2q, pe0 P β e2q,

and pe3 Qβ e1q then De P rE such that te, e0, e2u is a P -clique and te, e3, e1u

is a Q-clique of rE, for all distinct elements e0, e1, e2, e3 P rE.

The relational structures S4 and S5 are NV 1V 2-dense. The relational
structure S6 � pE6, V

1, V 2q with the non-transitive relation V 1 and the sym-
metric relation V 2 is not NV 1V 2-dense because in the maximal pV 1 Y V 2q-
clique te1, . . . , e5u of E6, there are distinct elements e1, e2, e3, e4 such that
e1 V 1 e2 V 2 e4, e1 V 2 e3 V 1 e4, and e1 V 1 e4, te1, e4, e5q is V 1-clique of E6,
but te2, e3, e5q is not V 2-clique of E6.

The relationships between N -density and K-density in the context of
relational structures were shown in paper [26].

Theorem 2. Given a relational structure with distinct connectives P and
Q,

(i) S is KPQ-dense ùñ S is NPQ-dense,

(ii) S is KPQ-dense ðù S is NPQ-dense, PQ-combinatorial, P -transitive
and Q-finite.

The following results establish the relationships between the properties
of N -freeness and N -density defined so far.

Proposition 2. Let S be a relational structure with distinct connectives P
and Q, and let P be a transitive or symmetric connective. Then,

(i) S is 'β
PQ-dense ùñ S is 'PQ-dense,

(ii) S is 'β
PQ-dense ðù S is 'PQ-dense, Q is symmetric.

Proof.
piq Consider an arbitrary maximal pP YQq-clique rE of E. Let e0, e1, e2, e3
be distinct events from rE, s.t. pe0 P e1 Q e2q, pe0 Q e3 P e2q and e0 P δ e2.
It is obvious that pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q, pe0 Qβ e3 P β e2q and e0 pP

δqβ e2. By

'
β
PQ-density of E, we obtain e3 P β e1. If P is a symmetric connective, we

are done.
Consider a case when P is a transitive connective. Suppose e1 P e3.

Then we have e0 P e3 by transitivity of P . So, we come to a contradiction
to P β XQβ � H. So, it holds that e3 P e1, and we have rE is 'PQ-dense.
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piiq Consider an arbitrary maximal pPYQq-clique rE of E. Let e0, e1, e2, e3
be distinct events from rE, s.t. pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q, pe0 Qβ e3 P β e2q and
e0 pP

δqβ e2. By symmetry of Q, it is obvious that e1 Q e2 and e0 Q e3.
If P is a symmetric connective also, we have pe0 P e1 Q e2q, pe0 Q e3 P e2q

and e0 pP
δq e2. Then, by'PQ-density of rE, we obtain e1 P e3, i.e. e3 P

β e1
and rE is 'β

PQ-dense.
Consider a case P is a transitive connective. Consider possible cases

which follow from e0 P β e1.

1. If e0 P e1, then according to transitivity of P and the property P β X
Qβ � H, we obtain e0 P δ e2. In the similar way, we get e3 P e2.

Then, by 'PQ-density of rE, it holds that e3 P e1, i.e. e3 P β e1. So,
rE is 'β

PQ-dense.

2. If e1 P e0, then in the way similar to case 1, we get e2 P e0, e2 P e3.
So, pe2 P e3 Q e0q, pe2 Q e1 P e0q and e2 pP

δq e0.

Then, by 'PQ-density of rE, e1 P e3, i.e. e3 P β e1. So, rE is 'β
PQ-

dense.

Immediately from the definitions of Rδ, '1

PQ- and 'β
PQ-density, we

obtain

Proposition 3. Let S be a relational structure with distinct connectives P
and Q. Then,

(i) S is 'β
PQ-dense and P is non-transitive ùñ S is '1

PQ-dense,

(ii) S is 'β
PQ-dense ðù S is '1

PQ-dense.

Proposition 4. Let S be a relational structure with distinct connectives P
and Q. Then,

(i) S is NPQ-dense and P is transitive ùñ S is 'β
PQ-dense.

(ii) S is NPQ-dense ðù S is 'β
PQ-dense and PQ-discrete.

Proof. piq Let rE be an arbitrary maximal pPYQq-clique of E. Take dis-

tinct elements e0, e1, e2, e3 of rE such that pe0 P
β e1 Q

β e2q, pe0 Q
β e3 P

β e2q
and pe0 P δβ e2q. Let us show that e3 P β e1.

Suppose e3 Qβ e1. Then, by NPQ-density of rE, De P rE such that

te, e0, e2u is a P -clique and te, e3, e1u is a Q-clique of rE.
W.l.o.g. we suppose e0 P e1, e3 P e2 and pe0 P δ e2q.
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By transitivity of P , it is impossible that e P e0 and e2 P e. So,
e0 P e P e2. We have a contradiction to e0 P δβ e2. Hence, e3 P β e1
and S is 'β

PQ-dense.

(ii) Let rE be an arbitrary maximal pP YQq-clique of E. Suppose there

are distinct elements e0, e1, e2, e3 of rE such that pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q, pe0 Qβ

e3 P β e2q, pe0 P β e2q, and pe3 Qβ e1q.
1) If P is non-transitive, then e0 pP

δqβ e2. Then pe3 Qβ e1q contradicts

the definition of 'β
PQ-density. So, for arbitrary four distinct elements of rE,

it does not hold pe0 P β e1 Qβ e2q, pe0 Qβ e3 P β e2q, pe0 P β e2q, and pe3 Qβ

e1q. So, S is NPQ-dense.
2) If P is transitive, w.l.o.g. we suppose e0 P e1, e3 P e2 and pe0 P δ e2q.
If e0 P δ e2, we obtain a contradiction in the way similar to case (1). If

e0 P e2, by PQ-discretness, there are e1i, 1 ¤ i ¤ k   8 such that e0 P δ e11
P δ e12 . . .P δ e1k P δ e2. W.l.o.g. we can suppose k � 1. By transitivity of P ,
it is impossible that e11 P e3 and e1 P e11.

Consider two admissible cases. If e11 P e1, then, by transitivity of P , it is
impossible that e3 P e11. Hence, e3 Qβ e11. So, we obtain a contradiction to

the definition of 'β
PQ-density. If e3 P e11, then we can get a contradiction

in a similar way.
So, for a transitive P , it holds that S is NPQ-dense.
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